INTRODUCTION
In geographically separated (allopatric) populations, a physical barrier to gene flow simultaneously blocks gene flow across the entire genome. This makes speciation straightforward because genetic divergence by any mechanism can readily accumulate. In contrast, speciation-with-gene-flow is controversial [1] [2] [3] because population genetic models suggest that recombination nearly always foils the joint evolution of genes affecting adaptive divergence and assortative mating (e.g. [4] , review in [3] , pp. 131 -137).
Even among skeptics, however, there is general consensus that certain conditions can minimize the disruptive effects of between-population recombination. For example, either mate choice that is correlated with a trait under divergent selection or habitat choice in taxa that mate locally can limit the opportunity for between-population recombination [1, 2, 5, 6] . Speciation in sympatry is also facilitated when divergently selected traits involve relatively few genes of large effect, because this focuses the effects of selection and reduces the number of sites subject to recombination [6, 7] . Even so, between-population recombination is still considered a major impediment to speciation-with-gene-flow. As a consequence, tight linkage (see glossary) or a structural reduction in recombination such as a chromosomal inversion are usually thought to be required for coordinated evolution at key genes during speciation-withgene-flow [8] [9] [10] [11] .
This paper concerns a mechanism called 'divergence hitchhiking' (DH) in which gene exchange between diverging populations is reduced over genomic regions of several megabases as a collateral effect of strong divergent selection on genes involved in local adaptation [12] . Without requiring any structural reduction in recombination, DH produces blocks of genomic isolation (see glossary) in the very genomic regions most involved in local adaptation, facilitating the divergence of other loosely linked genes and reducing the destructive effects of between-population recombination.
In DH regions, genomic isolation and genomic divergence (see glossary) become uncoupled, much as they are during allopatric speciation. Although gene exchange between populations is partially suppressed across an entire DH region, only genes or markers that are tightly linked to a direct target of divergent selection, or that experience lineage sorting during the population split will initially be divergent. As time passes, however, secondary divergence (see glossary) can accumulate in DH regions by independent selective sweeps or genetic drift at genes unaffected by divergent selection, and this process may even be accelerated by the reduced effective population size (N e ) in DH regions owing to divergent selection [13] .
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MULTILOCUS MIGRATION/SELECTION BALANCE AND DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING ARE ALTERNATIVE VISIONS OF GENOMIC DIVERGENCE DURING SPECIATION-WITH-GENE-FLOW
Genetic divergence in the face of gene flow is governed by the balance between the homogenizing effects of migration and the divergent effects of selection. Recent discussions of divergence-with-gene-flow [9, [14] [15] [16] appear to consider migration/selection balance as the primary mechanism of genomic divergence. In addition, Lewontin & Krakauer's [17] suggestion that high F ST can be used to identify divergently selected genes has motivated a spate of genome scans in which it is widely assumed that each high-F ST marker is either a direct target of divergent selection or is very closely linked to one (figure 1a and [16, [18] [19] [20] [21] ). Because genomic isolation in migration/selection balance is restricted to a few kilobases around the site of divergent selection, gene exchange is implicitly assumed to continue between divergently selected regions (outliers).
In a genome scan, samples from divergent populations are genotyped at many loci, then F ST outliers are identified [22] [23] [24] [25] and used to identify candidate genes (figure 1a; [19, 20] ). Despite widespread enthusiasm for this approach, it has some pitfalls. First, on average in a genome scan, about 8 per cent of tested markers are F ST outliers [14, 26] . Thus, if each outlier is an independent target of selection, a very large number of loci must be affected by strong enough divergent selection to block gene flow. Secondly, various demographic events and aspects of population structure can elevate F ST and increase the frequency of false positives [24, 25, 27, 28] . This makes it vital to couple genome scans with other methods [24] , such as identifying outliers at which allelic differences correlate with environmental variables [29, 30] , combining genome scans with ecological genetic manipulations [31] , or choosing markers in genes with functional effects that are relevant to the particular situation [30] [31] [32] . Performing a genome scan with markers chosen from a quantitative trait locus (QTL) map (see glossary) reveals F ST outliers linked to bona fide candidate genes by their proximity to QTLs that affect phenotypic traits involved in population divergence [12, 26, 28, [33] [34] [35] . Indeed, QTL maps provide a much-needed connection between population genomic analyses and adaptive phenotypic evolution in the wild.
IN DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING, A BLOCK OF GENOMIC ISOLATION FORMS AROUND ONE OR A FEW GENES UNDER STRONG DIVERGENT SELECTION
When populations diverge during local adaptation, random mating is disrupted and the opportunity for between-population recombination is reduced. Divergent selection against the 'wrong' locally adapted alleles in migrants then spills over onto neighbouring genes, because the lack of free between-population recombination keeps neutral loci from separating from the one with the disadvantageous allele. In relatively small populations without much migration [15, 27] , strong divergent selection can limit introgression and realized gene exchange for several centimorgans (cM) around a divergently selected gene (figure 2, modified from [27] ). In such regions, loosely linked QTLs (see glossary) under weaker divergent selection may then receive enough protection from gene exchange to diverge. Because each additional QTL increases the extent of genomic isolation, this can launch a cascade of divergence at QTLs within a genomic region of 10 Mb or more (figure 2; [36] ; see §8d). The reduction of between-population recombination in a DH region protects sets of locally adapted alleles from disruption without requiring tight linkage, a chromosomal inversion or location near a centromere.
The recruitment of multiple QTLs into a DH region may explain a baffling observation: QTLs that affect phenotypic differences between domesticated varieties and their wild ancestors [37] [38] [39] [40] , ecotypes [33, [41] [42] [43] or locally adapted species [44] are often clustered into large blocks within the genome. In domesticated chickens, genetic correlations among key traits are thought to be caused by a core of pleiotropic or tightly linked loci surrounded by variable numbers of loosely linked QTLs over 20-30 cM or more [38] . Wright et al. [38] call these QTL blocks 'domestication clusters'. Multilocus migration/selection balance (MM/SB) cannot explain this clustering without invoking some structural reduction in recombination. In contrast, clusters of QTLs associated with phenotypic divergence are a hallmark of DH, and they are expected under the intense divergent selection associated with domestication.
The reduction of between-population recombination around a gene under divergent selection determines the maximum F ST that can be maintained by DH at equilibrium (figure 2, modified from [27] ). As the distance between a neutral locus and a selected gene increases, the genomic isolation declines and less divergence (i.e. a smaller F ST ) can be maintained (although some F ST values could exceed this maximum due to selection or stochastic effects). The establishment of a DH region does not automatically cause all genes/markers to diverge to the levels shown in figure 2 -the partial genomic isolation in a DH region simply maintains divergence that occurs through standard evolutionary mechanisms. In other words, DH creates genomic isolation, but it does not directly produce genomic divergence. Blurring this distinction has led some investigators to interpret the curves in figure 2 as the predicted F ST values under DH around a divergently selected gene. However, most of the recently diverged taxa studied with genome scans will not be at equilibrium, so many sites within a cluster of outliers will not yet have reached the maximum level of divergence that can be maintained by DH. For this reason, we expect genome scans in most wild populations to reveal clusters of outliers or divergent regions around divergently selected genes/ QTLs, and we also expect these clusters to contain non-divergent regions. Under divergent selection, the evolutionary unit becomes a cluster of genes/QTLs that diverge coordinately, and not an individual divergent region.
The name 'divergence hitchhiking' is meant to distinguish this process from traditional within-population hitchhiking [45] , not to suggest that large blocks of continuous genetic divergence between incipient species will be formed. Traditional hitchhiking is a withinpopulation process in which neutral sites tightly linked to a selected gene are swept with it to high frequency. By contrast, DH is a strictly between-population process in which genes over a much larger genomic region (of the order of megabases rather than kilobases) are protected from between-population recombination. This allows them to diverge coordinately as they 'hitchhike' with one another without disruption during the evolution of local adaptation.
Although Charlesworth et al. [27] considered the strength of selection required to produce DH to be extreme by population genetic standards (i.e. s ¼ 0.1 -0.5), this is not unreasonable for sympatric populations under divergent resource-based selection. For example, when wild-collected pea aphids collected from alfalfa and red clover were experimentally 'migrated' to the alternate host plant, their mean fecundity was only 17 per cent of what they would have enjoyed on their usual host, making phenotypic selection on habitat choice approximately s phenotype ¼ 0.83 [46] . Dividing this phenotypic selection among 4.5 QTLs (the average number affecting each trait in the second generation QTL map; [47] ), the selection per QTL is strong enough to initiate a DH region (s QTL 0.18) if N e is relatively small and there is not much migration [15, 27] .
In both DH and MM/SB, genes/markers that are tightly linked to the target of selection are likely to diverge with it, so that individual divergent regions in both mechanisms should be about the same size (a few kilobases). However, under MM/SB, divergent regions are independent, and non-divergent genes in between are thought to remain subject to gene exchange. In contrast, a DH region is expected to include multiple divergent regions interspersed with non-outliers, which are interpreted as ancestral polymorphisms.
GENOMIC ISOLATION INCREASES GENOME-WIDE AS REALIZED MIGRATION DECLINES, AUGMENTING EFFECTS OF DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING
As allelic changes throughout the genome increase phenotypic divergence between sympatric populations, the rate of 'realized' migration declines, reducing the opportunity for between-population recombination equally across the genome. Realized migration is calculated as the nominal rate of migration discounted by Relationship between the maximum F ST that can be maintained by DH at equilibrium and the map distance from a selected gene, for two intensities of divergent selection (modified from [27] , for a population with N e ¼ 1000 and m ¼ 0.001). various sequentially acting components of reproductive isolation. For example, a successful migrant must move to the other population, survive, mate and produce F 1 progeny that also survive to mate and reproduce. The resulting genome-wide reduction in gene exchange (which Feder et al. [48] call genomic hitchhiking (GH)) then interacts with the localized genomic isolation from DH, as described in §5.
OUTLINING A MODEL FOR DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING AND THE SPREAD OF GENOMIC ISOLATION DURING SPECIATION-WITH-GENE-FLOW
The evolution of genomic isolation during speciationwith-gene-flow involves a progressive and predictable reduction of between-race recombination, the primary cause of gene exchange between divergent populations. Here, I outline how DH and the reduction of realized migration may interact to reduce between-population recombination across the genome. This is far from a full analysis because my goal is primarily to stimulate thought on how the spread of genomic isolation might be quantified. Extending the model of Kobayashi & Telschow ( [49] , eqns 17 and 31), the effective betweenpopulation recombination rate at a given genomic location and time, r e (g,t), is obtained by discounting the within-population recombination rate by the product of localized effects from DH (left-hand term) and the genome-wide effect of declines in realized migration (GH, right-hand bracket): where r(g) is the nominal within-population recombination rate (as estimated from a linkage map), and Q ij is the reduction in between-race recombination at site g from the ith QTL under divergent selection, as a function d g of its map distance to g. The effects of QTL in the same DH region are considered here to be additive, although there may be circumstances in which they have multiplicative effects. The reduction of successful migration (GH, righthand bracket) occurs through the cumulative effects of allelic change at all QTLs that affect ecologically based reproductive isolation, such that a(t) ¼ the frequency of movement to the alternate habitat at time t due to effects of all QTLs at time t; f m (t), f h (t) ¼ the mean fitness of migrants or F 1 hybrids (respectively) relative to residents in the alternate habitat owing to allelic effects at all QTLs at time t.
I suggest that DH and GH have multiplicative effects on the realized rate of between-population recombination because they act sequentially (i.e. there has to be successful migration for recombination to occur in an F 1 ). This would cause genomic isolation in DH regions to increase quickly relative to isolation in regions affected only by GH. The extent of genomic isolation in DH and GH regions will be most different early in the process of divergence, when there may be a few DH regions around strongly selected genes but not much overall reduction in successful migration. This is a crucial time for speciation-with-gene-flow, and it is then that DH plays its major role by facilitating the retention of genetically correlated sets of alleles at QTLs within DH regions. It is also the stage of speciation-with-gene-flow at which N e is likely to be at a minimum. This early protection of sets of locally adapted alleles from the destructive effects of between-population recombination may be what allows speciation-with-gene-flow to continue until successful migration dwindles and the entire genome becomes isolated.
This model suggests that genomic isolation will spread much more quickly across the genome during speciation-with-gene-flow than will genomic divergence. Early in the process, genomic divergence becomes concentrated in DH regions because they are the focus of divergent selection. This selection also decreases N e in DH regions, accelerating secondary divergence through drift or lineage sorting. Not only does genomic divergence outside DH regions begin later because of ongoing gene flow, it accumulates more slowly than divergence in DH regions because it results primarily from within-population selective sweeps and genetic drift rather than divergent selection. Thus, the clustered pattern of F ST outliers and divergent genomic regions that is the signature of DH is likely to remain visible for quite a long time after gene exchange has ceased.
ARE CONDITIONS DURING EARLY SPECIATION-WITH-GENE-FLOW LIKELY TO PRODUCE DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING?
Feder & Nosil [15] suggest that DH may have limited applicability during speciation-with-gene-flow because the reduction of between-population recombination appears to be most extensive when N e is moderate (approx. 1000) and migration is relatively low (m ¼ 0.001) [15, 27] . Their view [15] appears to be that speciation in sympatry is most likely to occur in large populations (i.e. N e 10 000 -100 000) with high rates of migration (m 0.01-0.1). This raises some important ecological and genetic issues: what are the demographic conditions that typify diverging populations at early stages of speciation? Is the extent of DH determined by the N e for neutral loci or by the reduced N e caused by selection in DH regions? What is the appropriate measure of effective population size for a local population responding to divergent selection? It seems possible that during the early stages of speciation in sympatry, the neighbourhood size (the effective size of the population that actually interacts) could affect the extent of DH more than N e for the entire species, since individuals in different locations may be completely unaffected by divergent selection. Finally, if two incipient species have unequal population sizes (which seems very likely when a new habitat is first colonized), N e can be dramatically reduced, as when the sex ratio is unequal. For example, in a population of N e ¼ 10 000 in which 1000 individuals split off into a new habitat, N e ¼ 4N 1 N 2 /(N 1 þ N 2 ) ¼ 3600. If only 100/10 000 initially occupy the new habitat, N e ¼ 396. Clearly, we need to learn more about the typical demographic situation early in speciation-with-gene-flow, because the small mathematical parameter space in which DH is effective [15, 48] may actually describe the very conditions under which DH is most likely to occur.
CONFLICTS BETWEEN MULTILOCUS MIGRATION/SELECTION BALANCE AND DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING AS EXPLANATIONS FOR PATTERNS OF GENOMIC DIVERGENCE DURING SPECIATION (a) Is there gene flow at non-divergent markers between F ST outliers?
In MM/SB, gene exchange is blocked only at the target of selection and a few linked neighbours, leaving non-divergent genes/markers between outliers subject to ongoing gene flow. Divergent regions under migration/selection balance are expected to be small, and their boundaries are often identified on a sequence or map as the first non-outlier marker on either side of a candidate gene or F ST outlier (figure 1a; [19, 21, 50] ).
In DH, however, genomic isolation extends over regions that are much larger (megabases of sequence) than those expected under MM/SB (measured in kilobases). Within DH regions, low F ST values of markers between divergent regions are attributed to ancestral polymorphism rather than to gene flow, and even genes/markers that are unaffected by divergent selection are partially protected from gene exchange.
(b) What curbs the effects of recombination in multilocus migration/selection balance? If each 'genomic island of divergence' represents an independent incidence of divergent selection [51] , the classic problem of recombination remains. With ongoing gene flow between 'islands', what prevents betweenpopulation recombination from shuffling locally adapted alleles and preventing divergence? In MM/SB, the usual explanation is that multilocus divergence is concentrated in genomic regions of low recombination [8, 10, 11, 52] . In contrast, DH regions can reduce gene exchange at any genomic location harbouring a gene or QTL under strong divergent selection. Borrowing the terminology of Michel et al. [51] , one could consider DH regions as 'continents of genomic isolation' within which 'islands of genomic divergence' can be maintained (see §8d and figure 3).
(c) Why are divergent quantitative trait loci and F ST outliers often clustered within the genome? Recent genome scans in wild populations have revealed clusters of outliers/candidate genes that are not associated with either a centromere or a known chromosomal rearrangement [51, 53, 56] , with no discussion of how they might be maintained. Since DH can cause clusters of divergence without any structural reduction of recombination, these clusters may be DH regions. Once a DH region is established, the recruitment of additional QTLs [36] and secondary divergence from other causes can form a cluster of divergence, which is maintained over the long term.
(d) Does the frequency of F ST outliers estimate the number of genes under divergent selection? This idea is a logical extension of MM/SB, in which every outlier is assumed to represent an independent target of divergent selection [20, 51, 57, 58] . However, for this to be true, hundreds or thousands of genes must experience strong enough divergent selection to block migration and become significant outliers. Before evaluating this assertion, I review how phenotypic selection is thought to act during speciation in sympatric populations.
Speciation-with-gene-flow is considered to be most likely when relatively few genes are under divergent selection [6, 7] and when there are multiple forms of ecologically based reproductive isolation involving a variety of different phenotypic traits (multifarious selection, see glossary; sensu Rice & Hostert [1] ). Genomic regions (QTLs) containing one or more genes affecting these traits can be identified using QTL mapping [59] . Because the strength of phenotypic selection on a given trait is spread among the QTLs that affect it, divergent selection on an individual QTL is always weaker than phenotypic selection on the trait. In this setting, could divergent selection block gene flow at enough genes to account for the number of outliers in a typical genome scan (on average, about 8 per cent of tested markers [14, 26] 
Butlin [60] estimated that there may be over 1000 outliers (and the same number of divergently selected genes) between ecotypes of the intertidal snail Littorina. With the generous assumption that 10 traits (i.e. habitat choice or shell shape) affect ecologically based reproductive isolation between the ecotypes, then phenotypic selection on each trait would be divided among 100 genes. Even if divergent phenotypic selection on each trait is intense, say s phenotype ¼ 0.9 (as it is on habitat choice in the pea aphid host races [34] ), selection on each gene would be only (s gene 0.009), which is too weak to block gene flow and produce an F ST outlier under migration/selection balance.
In contrast, strong divergent selection on a handful of genes/QTLs can produce a DH region. Although genes/ markers within the region that diverge secondarily under the protection of genomic isolation may become outliers, they will not necessarily tag a divergently selected gene.
IDENTIFYING AND TESTING DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING IN WILD POPULATIONS
DH produces genomic isolation across tens of megabases or centimorgans, but because genomic isolation is not directly visible on a genome scan, the existence of DH is controversial [15, 26, 61, 62] . The identification of DH regions is indirect, based on the fact that divergent genes/markers can only accumulate in regions where gene exchange is reduced. Because clusters of F ST outliers cannot be maintained without some genomic isolation, they provide a useful signature of DH. However, we have little information about outlier clustering in wild populations, because recent genome scans have focused instead on the size of divergent regions and their locations relative to candidate genes or regions of reduced recombination. Recent genome scans with tests for the existence of DH regions have yielded the following conclusions.
(a) Regions of genomic divergence are too small to be due to divergence hitchhiking Most investigators appear to expect that under DH, F ST values for every gene/marker around a selected Review. Genetic mechanisms of speciation S. Via 455 gene or QTL will be elevated according to the pattern in figure 2 . Thus, the small observed size of individual regions of divergence has been used as evidence against DH [26, 61, 62] . However, the smooth profile of declining F ST values suggested by the Charlesworth model [27] is only expected at equilibrium, which is unlikely to have been attained in recently diverged wild populations. The expected signal of DH is therefore not a large genomic region of continuous divergence, but a cluster of individually small divergent regions. Within these clusters, low F ST markers are expected to be interspersed among outliers (figures 1b and 2).
(b) F ST is not spatially autocorrelated in genomic regions with divergent markers This is an inappropriate test for the same reason as above. In addition, F ST estimates at individual markers are highly variable, so that it is better to make inferences based on outlier status than on estimated F ST values. Finally, depending on the scale, tests for spatial autocorrelation in divergence [61, 62] may not be significant if many non-divergent markers are found within a cluster of outliers.
(c) No F ST clusters are found There are several reasons for the apparent absence of outlier clusters: (i) DH is never expected between allopatric populations [26, 34] , (ii) if too small a sample from the divergent populations is genotyped, errors in F ST values may mask the true pattern of divergence, (iii) genome scans with less than several hundred markers are unlikely to resolve enough outliers to recognize a cluster [61, 62] , (iv) an outlier cluster cannot be recognized if the genomic region analysed is smaller than the probable size of the cluster [55, 63] , and (v) outlier analyses are best performed on recently diverged taxa [23, 24] . In genome scans of taxa that diverged more than 500 000 years ago [61, 62] , high levels of divergence may make the clusters of F ST outliers that tag DH regions indistinct, and the few F ST outliers that are detected may reflect recent selective sweeps instead of the initial patterns of genomic divergence. In such taxa, outliers are unlikely to cluster around QTLs for traits that were important in the original divergence [61, 62] .
To illustrate how clusters of F ST outliers can be used to identify probable regions of DH, I re-interpreted thẽ LGVIII from the same study [53] . Blue square denotes a candidate gene at marker stn90; Class1 SNPs appear as blue dots; from [55] . study of Hohenlohe et al. [53] in which F ST between freshwater and oceanic threespine sticklebacks was estimated for approximately 45 000 markers localized on the genome sequence. The authors identified narrow regions of significant divergence on seven of the 21 linkage groups, and suggested that these harbour candidate genes (yellow bars in original figs. 7 & 8 [53] , reproduced here in figure 3 ). Although the authors did not interpret the genomic pattern of outlier single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; blue dots on the scans in figure 3 ), divergent SNPs are clearly clustered around the proposed candidate gene regions (and are surprisingly absent in other locations). This clustered pattern strongly suggests regions of DH around the candidate genes (indicated by green shading, figure 3) . To estimate the size of these proposed DH regions, I used recombination rates from Hohenlohe et al. [64] . On LGIV, the proposed DH region (approx. 23.8 cM) contains Eda, a gene under divergent selection due to its effects on the size of the lateral plates [65] . The other proposed DH region on LGIV (approx. 40.5 cM) contains QTLs affecting divergently selected shape differences between the forms [54] . On LGVIII, a single DH region (7.3 cM) is proposed around a candidate gene that also affects the lateral plates [55] .
These proposed regions of DH in sticklebacks illustrate how clusters of outliers tend to occur around known candidate genes, while being virtually absent elsewhere. This example also shows that non-outliers are interspersed in these clusters. Finally, these DH regions are comparable in size to estimates made for other systems [12] : approximately 20 cM for pea aphids, and approximately 32 cM for lake whitefish.
DISTINGUISHING DIVERGENCE HITCHHIKING FROM MULTILOCUS MIGRATION/SELECTION BALANCE USING ANALYSES OF MARKERS IN DIFFERENT GENOMIC LOCATIONS
Under DH, the evolutionary histories of neutral markers depend upon their genomic location relative to DH regions. By comparing population genetic analyses of mapped markers from different locations, we can test predictions that distinguish DH from MM/SB. The three marker classes are (see also figure 1 ): -Class1. Markers that are significantly divergent between populations, i.e. F ST outliers. -Class2. Non-divergent markers with low F ST interspersed among outliers in a DH region. -Class3. Non-divergent markers with low F ST located at least 5 cM from the nearest DH region.
(a) Example 2 Because selection accelerates the progress to monophylly [66] , outliers are likely to provide a clearer picture of phylogenetic or population structure after adaptive divergence than non-outlier markers (examples in [12, 18, 50] ). This allows us to test the prediction that low F ST markers within DH regions (Class2) are protected from gene flow. With reduced gene exchange, Class2 markers can begin to become concordant with the genealogical pattern defined by the outliers [34] , yielding a picture of population structure that is more similar to that from the outliers than to results from the Class3 markers. In contrast, under MM/SB, Class2 and Class3 markers should reveal the same population structure because they are assumed to be equally subject to ongoing gene flow. This test was applied to the pea aphid host races by genotyping 100 individuals of each race from our NY study site for mapped microsatellite markers, and estimating F ST outliers with FDIST2 [22] . We chose five unlinked markers of each class, because STRUC-TURE can produce spurious results with linked markers [67] . Results of separate STRUCTURE analyses on each marker class ( figure 4) show that despite the low mean F ST of both Class2 and Class3 markers, the Class2 markers reveal the population structure of the divergently selected host races almost as clearly as the outliers (Class1). By contrast, the Class3 markers are unable to resolve the adaptive divergence between the host races, as predicted for markers outside DH regions that are likely to experience ongoing gene flow. These results strongly contradict the prediction from MM/SB that all low F ST markers are equally exposed to gene exchange. 10. CONCLUSIONS DH is a simple genetic mechanism with great explanatory power. It reduces the extent to which recombination foils the process of speciation-with-gene-flow, explains why so many F ST outliers are typically found in genome scans and provides a mechanism by which divergent selection produces genomic clusters of QTLs and outliers. Just as reproductive isolation is the core of speciation at the population level, the origin and spread of genomic isolation is the key to the genomic mechanisms of speciation. By using mapped markers in genome scans of wild populations and interpreting patterns of genomic divergence as well as the size of individual divergent regions, the genetic mechanisms of speciation-with-gene-flow will be clarified. 
